
Button Hook/Zipper Pull

1. Slip the wire filament into the button hole. (Fig. A)

2. Hook the button with the wire filament. Then raise and turn the button to pull it 
through the button hole. If you need support on the shirt to keep it steady while 
you button, hold the shirt tails with your free hand. (Fig. B)

3. Pull the button through the button hole. Then slip the wire filament off the button. 
(Fig. C) 

1. Slip the wire filament through the button hole and slip hook over the button. (Fig. A)

2. Twist and pull the button until it slips out of the button hole. If you need support on 
the shirt to keep it steady while you unbutton, hold the shirt tails with your free hand. 
(Fig. B)

3. Slip the wire filament off the button. (Fig. C) 

Button Hook
Instructions for Buttoning:

Instructions for Unbuttoning:

Introduction: 
This special device makes managing buttons and zippers easier. Ideal for 
persons with limited finger dexterity or who have use of only one hand.
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To be used under the guidance of a  
qualified medical professional.

Button Hook/Zipper Pull Instructions
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1. Insert the hook into the hole of the zipper tab. (Fig. A)

2. Using the other hand or arm, hold the end of the zipper as shown above to make sure 
the material doesn’t get caught while you zip it. (Fig. B) 

3. Pull up to open or down to close the zipper. (Fig. B and C)

Zipper Pull
Instructions for Use:
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Order Information
NC28616    Grip Handle Button Hook/Zipper Pull Combo     
NC28635    Button Hook/Zipper Pull Combo     


